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a b s t r a c t
With the intent of enhancing heat transfer, agitation of air ﬂow is produced inside a high-aspect-ratio
rectangular channel by means of a translationally oscillating plate. So that the test simulates channel ﬂow
between ﬁns of a heat sink for cooling of electronics, the channel is open at one end, allowing oscillatory
inﬂow and outﬂow at that end. At the other end where the roots of the ﬁns that constitute the heat sink
channel walls reside, there is a gap between the moving agitator plate and the channel base. Local heat
transfer rates and velocity measurements are made within different regions of the channel. Heat transfer
measurements are made on a channel wall augmented with cylindrical pin ﬁns. They compared with
equivalent measurement results taken on a smooth wall channel. An increase of 4–7%, based on total
wetted area is found in the heat transfer coefﬁcient, generally, when the pin ﬁns are introduced. The
change varies according to location within the channel, however. For instance, the heat transfer
coefﬁcient in the region near the base of the ﬁns actually decreases 4–5% (again, based on total wetted
area) when the pin ﬁns are added. In this region, the ﬂow passing through a tip gap between the agitator
tip and the channel base wall, creates strong vorticity and high near-wall shear. These features of the ﬂow
are partially blocked by the pin ﬁns, decreasing the effectiveness of the vorticity. Important to note in
these comparisons, however, is that the pin ﬁns offer an additional 30% heat transfer area. To help explain
the observed trends, velocity measurements were taken with a single-component laser Doppler
anemometer in the presence of pin ﬁns as well as in the absence of pin ﬁns. Pin ﬁns lead to a loss of
near-wall momentum but create greater mixing and three dimensionality of the near-surface ﬂow.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Agitation can be used as an effective mixing mechanism. It can
be useful where ﬂows must be well mixed for transport of quantities within the ﬂow or from the wall to the ﬂow. In the present
study, the ﬂow is agitated in a representative channel of an electronics cooling heat sink heat exchanger by means of a translationally oscillating plate within the channel. The open end of each
channel of the heat exchanger allows inﬂow and outﬂow of air
from and to a plenum as a result of the agitator motion. The objective is to get maximum heat transfer enhancement from this
arrangement. Various factors can affect the processes of heat transfer and mixing, one of them being the smoothness of the channel
wall. Augmented surface features like pins can lead to enhanced
near-wall mixing and increased heat transfer area. Pin ﬁns have
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 612 625 5831.
E-mail address: simon002@umn.edu (T.W. Simon).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2015.04.036
0017-9310/Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

been used in many applications such as electronics cooling and
gas turbines for enhancing heat transfer by generating vortices,
free shear layers and turbulent transport.
In the present study, heat transfer and velocity measurements
were done in the presence of agitation and channel wall surface
augmentation with pin ﬁns in a Large Scale Mock Up (LSMU) test
facility. The LSMU facility allows resolution both in time and space
for these measurements.
Agrawal [1,2] et al. carried out a detailed heat transfer and
velocity ﬁeld study for a similar LSMU arrangement but with plain
walls. They found that agitation can lead to considerable activity
inside a channel and can, therefore, cause signiﬁcant heat transfer
enhancement. Such an arrangement can ﬁnd application in an electronics cooling heat sink. Agitation may be by an oscillating plate
that mixes the ﬂow inside a channel to augment the cooling provided by throughﬂow. Yeom et al. [3] did experiments to test this
idea for a single channel of the heat sink at the actual scale. The
channel was cooled both by agitation and throughﬂow.
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Nomenclature
f
Upeak
Repeak
L
H
w
dtip
Aa

pa
h
V
I
A
Ts
P
Qnet,in

frequency of agitator (Hz)
agitator maximum speed (m/s)
Reynolds number based on agitator maximum speed
length scale, agitator to ﬁn maximum distance (mm)
height of the channel (mm)
width of channel (mm)
distance between agitator tip and channel tip wall (mm)
amplitude of agitation, mean to peak (mm)
agitator width (mm)
heat transfer coefﬁcient (W/m2 K)
voltage (V)
current (A)
area of plate (m2)
temperature of plate (K)
power supplied to copper plate (W)
heat ﬂows from neighboring copper plates (W)

Frequencies of about 1000 Hz and amplitudes of about 1.4 mm
were achieved using this technology. They were able to observe
an improvement in heat transfer rate of about 55% compared to
that with the non-agitated state.
Yu et al. [4] numerically studied factors inﬂuencing heat transfer for channels cooled by translationally oscillating agitators operating at the actual scale. Enhancements as high as 61% were
observed. Heat transfer enhancement was found to increase with
increases in amplitude or frequency. They found that heat transfer
enhancement was primarily effected by the agitation velocity, the
product of amplitude and frequency, with amplitude being only
slightly more important than frequency. Yu et al. [5] numerically
studied heat transfer enhancement obtained when heat sinks with
fan-induced throughﬂow are assisted by active devices like agitators and synthetics jets. Their study was done for a representative
single channel of a heat sink. An enhancement of about 82% was
found when the performance was compared with the channelﬂow-only case. In another study, Yeom et al. [6] found 91%
enhancement when the channel with throughﬂow was assisted
by agitation at a frequency of 1140 Hz, compared to a channel with
throughﬂow only, both with 45 LPM of channel ﬂow rate. Yeom
et al. [7] reported that a thermal resistance for the heat sink of
0.053 K/W could be achieved, based on a test with a single channel
with surface augmentation using pin ﬁns when the agitator operated at a frequency of 686 Hz, an amplitude of 1.4 mm and the
throughﬂow velocity was 7.9 m/s. The experiments were done in
an actual-scale channel. They computed the resistance by
extending the single-channel results to a full-scale system with a
26-channel/blade array to cool a 1.0 kW heat sink.
Various studies can be found in the literature that explore the
effectiveness of surface modiﬁcations on mixing and heat transfer.
Roeller et al. [8] made average heat transfer measurements and
detailed ﬂow measurements using a Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV) near three-dimensional protrusions in a ﬂow channel.
Their study had application to electronics cooling. They found an
increase in heat transfer with an increase in protrusion height.
This increase was attributed to ﬂow acceleration in the narrower
passages caused by increasing the protrusion height. An increase
in heat transfer was found also in certain cases when the protrusion height was decreased. This was due to the increased three-dimensionality of the ﬂow and increased mixing due to turbulence
generated. Siw et al. [9] studied heat transfer and pressure drop
characteristics with pin ﬁns in a rectangular channel with the pins
detached from one of the endwalls. The channel simulated the
internal cooling passage of a gas turbine airfoil. They

Tsink
Umean
Ui(t)
U 0RMS
Nu
Str
k
Uavg
Reﬂow

m
Hp
Dp
Sp

sink temperature (K)
ensemble averaged mean velocity (m/s)
velocity measurement at time t within the cycle number
i (m/s)
ensemble averaged RMS velocity (m/s)
Nusselt number
Strouhal number
thermal conductivity of air (W/m K)
average speed over a cycle (m/s)
Reynolds number based on averaged ﬂow velocity in
one cycle
kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s)
pin ﬁn height (mm)
pin ﬁn diameter (mm)
spanwise spacing between pin ﬁns (mm)

experimentally studied heat transfer performance by measuring
heat transfer coefﬁcients over all surfaces, including the channel
walls and the pin surfaces. The pins were detached from one of
the walls to promote turbulent convection and to generate separated shear layers. This led to enhanced mixing and therefore
greater heat transfer. An optimal size for the gap between the
pin tops and the endwall was found. This optimum condition
was when the heat transfer was maximum while the pressure drop
remained low.
Moores et al. [10] studied the effect of tip clearance on pin ﬁn
array heat transfer performance. The clearance was introduced
between the pin tips and the surrounding shroud. They reported
an increase in mean heat transfer and a drop in pressure when
the clearance was between 0.5 and 1.1 times the pin diameter.
They explained that the increase in heat transfer was due to the
additional surface area that was exposed to the ﬂow. This area
increase enhancement was, in some cases, partially offset by a
lower heat transfer efﬁciency per unit of ﬁn area when the ﬁns
were added.
Ames et al. [11] experimentally investigated the ﬂow ﬁeld in a
staggered array of pin ﬁns at various Reynolds numbers by making
hot wire anemometry measurements with both single and crosswire probes. Using a commercial CFD code, they made detailed
3D calculations, learning that ﬂow shedding near the surface of
the pins leads to the generation of unsteadiness. Armstrong and
Winstanley [12] conducted a review of heat transfer in staggered
pin ﬁn arrays for turbine cooling applications. The row-resolved
heat transfer rates were higher for the ﬁrst few rows, followed
decreased values downstream, eventually reaching an asymptotic,
fully-developed value. The heat transfer rates for the pin ﬁn and
endwall surfaces were of the same magnitude. Below a certain
value of pin height-to-diameter ratio, the ratio did not seem to
affect the heat transfer rate signiﬁcantly. However, above this
value, the heat transfer rate was found to increase with increasing
pin height-to-diameter ratio.
Lyall et al. [13] studied heat transfer enhancement by pin ﬁns
with a height-to-diameter ratio of unity and with different spanwise spacings for cases with Reynolds numbers in the range
5000 to 30,000. Their study revealed that heat transfer enhancement over open channel ﬂow was higher for lower Reynolds numbers and for smaller spanwise ﬁn spacings. Also, the pin ﬁn surface
heat transfer was found to be higher than that on the channel wall.
Garimella et al. [14] studied heat transfer enhancement for staggered and inline pin ﬁn arrays with water cooling. Streamwise
spacing was found to be more signiﬁcant in effecting heat transfer
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enhancement, compared to spanwise spacing. A staggered arrangement led to greater heat transfer enhancement. The heat transfer
data correlated well with an array-based Reynolds number. Azar
et al. [15] studied the effects of pin ﬁn density on thermal
resistance of a heat sink for different air velocities. The heat sink
thermal resistance was found to depend on pin ﬁn density.
However, beyond a certain pin ﬁn density, the thermal resistance
changed very little by either increasing the pin ﬁn density or
increasing the velocity.
Since the present study of pin ﬁn heat transfer performance is in
the presence of oscillatory ﬂows, a literature study for pin ﬁns in
unsteady ﬂows is relevant. Jeng et al. [16] carried out a study to
explore the effects of oscillatory ﬂows on heat transfer in a heat
sink with pin ﬁns. They noted instability of the ﬂow in the passages
among the ﬁns due to periodic ﬂow rate change. Different heights
of pin ﬁns were investigated to observe the effects of bypass clearance between the shroud of the test channel and pin ﬁns. A ﬂow
visualization study was carried out to characterize bypass over
the tip. Shown was a 20–34% increase in heat transfer for a case
with no bypass. With large bypass, a decrease in heat transfer
was found. Thus, their study revealed that heat transfer enhancement is obtained for a no-bypass condition or for a speciﬁed bypass
range. Saha et al. [17] numerically analyzed unsteady threedimensional ﬂow and heat transfer in a parallel plate heat exchanger with periodically mounted pin ﬁns. The effects of varying
Reynolds number and geometrical conﬁgurations were explored.
Three dimensional ﬂow behavior was observed for all geometrical
conﬁgurations with the ﬂow becoming unsteady above a Reynolds
number of 180. The Thermal Performance Factor (TPF) was found
to increase with ﬂow unsteadiness. Heat transfer was found to
increase with an increase in pitch up to a certain extent but then
showed a decrease with further increases in pitch. The presence
of cylindrical pin ﬁns was found to make the ﬂow unsteady, displaying multiple frequencies. The authors noted that the generated
unsteadiness leads to higher heat transfer rates compared with
those of steady ﬂow.
The present study explores the effectiveness of using pin ﬁns for
heat transfer in a channel cooled by air and agitated by a translationally oscillating plate. Heat transfer and velocity measurement
results are presented for different regions of the channel to quantify inertial and unsteady effects on heat transfer augmentation. As
noted, little is documented in the literature on active agitation of
channel ﬂow for wall heat transfer enhancement. Most of the literature on active enhancement relates to mixing of reactants.
However, the increasing ease of fabrication of micro-machines
makes active enhancement increasingly more practical.

2. Experimental setup
A Large-Scale Mock-Up test facility was constructed in a fashion
that made it dynamically similar to an actual-scale, single channel
that could be one of an array of the channels in an electronics cooling heat exchanger [1,2]. This large scale facility was designed to
allow a study of agitation effects on heat transfer alone, without
any presence of continuous throughﬂow, as would be present in
fan-driven channel ﬂow.
A single channel of the heat sink at the actual scale might be as
wide as 3–4 mm. Measurements have been done at the actual scale
[7] that report enhancement obtained by using this arrangement. A
channel as small as the actual scale channel does not allow sufﬁcient space for detailed velocity and heat transfer measurements
[3–7]. Thus, a single channel was scaled up and a Large-Scale
Mock-Up experimental facility was built. The details of scaling
are provided in Section 2.1. The experimental facility allowed measurement of both heat transfer coefﬁcients and ﬂow velocities at

different regions within the channel that have their unique ﬂow
features. Experiments were done with plain channel walls and
with channel walls augmented with pin ﬁns.
2.1. Scaling up
Scaling up was done such that the agitator maximum speed
Reynolds number was matched between the actual scale channel
and the Large Scale Mock Up experiment. The maximum agitator
speed is deﬁned as:

U peak ¼ 2pAa f

ð1Þ

where Aa is the amplitude of the agitator, f is the frequency of
agitation.
The agitator maximum speed Reynolds number is deﬁned as:

Repeak ¼

U peak L

ð2Þ

m

where L is the agitator-to-ﬁn maximum distance when the agitator
is in the mean position. If the channel width is w and pa is the agitator width, then the characteristic length used for non-dimensionalization of this Reynolds number is: L = (w  pa)/2. Based on this
non-dimensional scaling, the Large Scale Mock Up experiment
setup was 39 times the size of the actual heat sink channel. The
parameters for the actual-scale channel and the mock up channel
are listed in Table 1. The locations of dimensions of the actual-scale
and mock up channels are shown in Fig. 2b.
2.2. Apparatus
Fig. 1a shows the Large Scale Mock Up (LSMU) Unit with the
agitator plate. Fig. 1b shows a schematic view of the same. The agitator plate is driven by a Scotch yoke mechanism. The agitator
plate and the channel walls are made of polycarbonate sheets.
Three glass windows are embedded in the top wall of the channel
to allow access for the laser beams of the LDV velocity measurements. The right wall of the test section has an array of thick copper plates. The middle row of copper plates constitutes the test
plates whereas the top and the bottom rows are for guard heating.
Each of the copper plates has thermocouples embedded in it to
measure the temperature of the plate. The plates are heated with
resistance heaters glued on their backs. Thus, the plates are heated
and instrumented for measuring plate average temperature and
heat ﬂux. The plate back side is insulated to assure that all the
energy supplied results in heat ﬂow to the agitated air in the test
section.
Fig. 2a shows the channel in a two-dimensional view as seen
from the top in the direction of the arrow ‘‘a’’ marked in Fig. 1b.
As can be seen from Fig. 2a, the channel is divided into three sections, the entry region, the central region and the base region. The
heat transfer and velocity measurements are discussed separately
for these three regions. One can see from Fig. 1b that each row of
copper plates has three plates, one for each of the three regions.
The glass windows embedded on the top are centered on these

Table 1
Mockup and actual size parameter values.
Parameter

Mock up

Actual scale

Channel height (H)
Channel width (w)
Agitator width (pa)
Amplitude (Aa)
Tip gap (dtip)
Frequency (f)
Agitator to ﬁn maximum distance (L)

640 mm
132 mm
39 mm
27 mm
19 mm
0.66 Hz
47 mm

16.5 mm
3.4 mm
1 mm
0.7 mm
0.5 mm
1000 Hz
1.2 mm
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Fig. 1a. Large Scale Mock Up unit with the agitator driven by a Scotch yoke mechanism.

it would not be possible to measure velocities since the gap
between consecutive columns of pins is not wide enough to allow
the laser beams to pass. It was concluded that the measured velocity gave the velocity ﬁeld downstream of the pin ﬁn array regardless of ﬂow direction. Fig. 4 shows the intersection of laser beams
between pin ﬁns for the velocity measurements.

2.3. Test section details

Fig. 1b. Schematic view of the mock up unit with the agitator driven by a Scotch
yoke mechanism (‘‘a’’ shows the view of Fig. 2a).

three regions. These glass plates allow accessibility to the laser
beams for velocity measurements. As can be seen in Fig. 2a, there
are three thermocouples attached to the agitator plate, each adjacent to one of these three regions, T1, T2 and T3, to measure the
sink temperatures for computation of the plate-average heat transfer coefﬁcient of each plate. The thermocouples on the agitator
plate give the local ﬂow temperature within the channel. Since,
heat transfer is from the copper plates to the local air ﬂow, the
thermocouples on the agitator plate give a good convective sink
temperature. The agitated air ﬂow in the channel is well mixed.
As can be seen in Fig. 2a, the agitator has a T-shaped end. This is
to appropriately simulate the thickness of the agitator at the tip
of the actual-scale design. In the mock up, measurements are made
in the cavity on the right; thus, focus is on accurate simulation of
the right side cavity.
Fig. 3 shows the staggered arrangement of pin ﬁns on a channel
wall, as fabricated for the heat transfer measurements. The
arrangement of pin ﬁns for velocity measurements is noted in
Fig. 4. As can be seen in Fig. 4, a column of pins is removed for
the purpose of taking velocity measurements to avoid blockage
of the laser beams by pin ﬁns. Without removing a column of pins,

2.3.1. Heat transfer
The temperatures from the four thermocouples (Type E)
embedded into each plate are averaged to get the average plate
temperature. Their variations are less than 1 °C. The voltage difference across each heater is measured. Precision resistors with resistance of 0.2 O are placed in series with the power supply of each
plate heater and voltage across each power resistor is measured
to calculate the current to the respective heater. Experience with
these heaters indicates a unity power factor; thus P = VI. An

Fig. 2a. Channel in two dimensional view.
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average convective resistance of the pin ﬁn surface of around
60 K/W. The parameters used for the pin ﬁns are:

Hp ¼ 10 mm ð0:4 inÞ;

Dp ¼ 19 mm ð0:75 inÞ; Sp

¼ 58 mm ð2:3 inÞ
2.3.2. Velocity measurements
A TSI TR 60 series, two-component laser Doppler velocimetry
system is used to make velocity measurements. The wall-parallel
component of velocity is measured using the argon ion laser with
wavelength of 514.5 nm. The laser beam diameter is 2.65 mm. For
any ﬂow measurement, velocity data are collected for approximately 80 plate oscillation cycles. The ﬂow measurement software
acquires a continuous string of data for every cycle. Data within
time intervals of 0.01 s are averaged to get a representative value
for that interval. As an example, data within time interval
t  0.01 and t are averaged to get a representative value for time
t within the cycle for that particular portion of the cycle. The
ensemble-averaged mean velocity at any instant, t, within the
cycle is then calculated as:
Fig. 2b. Dimensions of the channel as listed in Table 1.

U mean ðtÞ ¼

i¼n
1X
U i ðtÞ
n i¼1

ð4Þ

where i is the cycle number and t is the particular instant within the
cycle. The quantity Ui(t) is a velocity data point at that particular
time for cycle number i.
The ensemble-averaged, RMS ﬂuctuating velocity at cycle time t
within the cycle is calculated as:

U 0RMS ðtÞ ¼

n
1X
ðU mean ðtÞ  U i ðtÞÞ2
n i¼1

!1=2
ð5Þ

This computed velocity is non-zero due to random ﬂuctuations of
velocity from cycle to cycle. It is considered to be the measurement
of turbulence level.
In the following discussion, the agitator motion is divided into
four phases, as described in Fig. 5.
2.4. Uncertainty in measurements

Fig. 3. Staggered arrangement of pin ﬁns on channel wall for heat transfer
measurements.

The uncertainties associated with measurements of heat transfer coefﬁcients, h, were calculated using the equation:
"
dh ¼

Agilent 34790A data acquisition unit (DAQ in Fig. 1a) is used to
record the thermocouple voltages. The space-and-time-averaged
temperatures from the thermocouples on the agitator plate are
used to determine the respective heat transfer sink temperature.
The heat transfer coefﬁcient for each plate is calculated as:

h¼

VI
AðT s  T sink Þ

@h
dP
@P

2


þ

@h
dQ
@Q net;in net;in

2


þ

@h
dT sink
@T sink

2


þ

@h
dT s
@T s

2

2 #1=2
@h
dA
@A


þ

ð6Þ

ð3Þ

where h is the heat transfer coefﬁcient, V is the measured voltage, I
is the current, A is the area of the heated plate segment, Ts is the
plate temperature and Tsink is the local sink temperature. Analyses
show that the plate temperature is uniform throughout its depth,
so the recorded temperature is very nearly the plate surface temperature. Measurements using the same instrumentation were
done when augmenting with pin ﬁns mounted on the measurement
surfaces. The pin ﬁns, made of copper pieces, were glued on the
channel wall using double-sided conductive tape. Care was taken
to minimize the conductive resistance of the bond between each
ﬁn and the copper wall. The thermal resistance due to the tape junction was calculated as 0.57 K/W, which was much lower than the

Fig. 4. Laser beams intersecting in between the pin ﬁns for velocity measurements.
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Fig. 5. Four phases of agitator motion.
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comparison to the uncertainty produced by measurement of
temperature and voltage. The uncertainty associated with each
measured heat transfer coefﬁcient ranges over 6–13%. Experience
with repeated runs shows repeatability to well within this interval.
The uncertainty associated with velocity measurements using
the LDV system is around 0.5% of the measured velocity. Thus,
accurate measurements of velocities can be reported. However, it
should be noted that large spatial variations of these values are
present so the particular measurements reported can be used for
general discussions of ﬂow ﬁelds representative of various regions
of the ﬂow.

1.25

1.5

(c) Base Region
Fig. 6. Heat transfer coefﬁcient vs. frequency for the channel with a plain wall and a
channel augmented with pin ﬁns, noted also is the effect of agitation plate
oscillation frequency (mean to peak oscillation amplitude is 27 mm).

The uncertainty components are: temperature, 0.3 K; voltage, 2% of
reading, plus 2 counts; precision resistor, 1% of speciﬁed resistance
of 0.2 O. The largest term of Eq. (6)is the power uncertainty. The
uncertainty associated with area is small and can be neglected in

Fig. 6(a) shows the change of heat transfer coefﬁcient on the pin
ﬁn surface with changes in frequency for the entry region (shown
in Fig. 2a). The oscillation amplitude for the results discussed is
27 mm (mean-to-peak). Heat transfer coefﬁcients increase with
increasing frequency. As can be seen from Fig. 6(a), heat transfer
coefﬁcients computed in the presence of pin ﬁns based on the
projected view are about 30–40% higher when compared with
plain-wall heat transfer coefﬁcients. The projected view in this
case is looking in the direction perpendicular to the pin ﬁns’ ﬂat
tip and base surfaces. Thus, when the projected view is taken,
the total heat transfer area is equivalent to that of the plain ﬂat
wall. The heat transfer coefﬁcients were calculated based on the
projected view to get a sense of total enhancement in heat transfer
when compared to that on the plain wall. When the heat transfer
coefﬁcient is calculated based on the wetted area, one can note
about 6–7% enhancement in heat transfer coefﬁcient for the pin
ﬁn surface. The increase in area due to the addition of pin ﬁns is
30%.
Fig. 6(b) shows the heat transfer coefﬁcient change with frequency in the presence of pin ﬁns for the central region. For an
oscillation amplitude (mean-to-peak) of 27 mm, about 35%
enhancement can be observed due to the addition of pin ﬁns when
the heat transfer coefﬁcient is calculated based on the projected
view. When the heat transfer coefﬁcient is calculated based on
the total wetted area, a 3–4% enhancement is observed.
Fig. 6(c) shows the heat transfer coefﬁcient change with various
frequencies for the base region. When the heat transfer coefﬁcient
is computed based on the projected view, an increase of about 25%
can be observed. However, when the heat transfer coefﬁcient is
calculated based on the actual wetted area, a decrease of about
4–5% can be observed for the pin ﬁn surface.
Velocity measurements presented in the following section help
to explain these observed heat transfer trends.

S. Agrawal et al. / International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 87 (2015) 557–567

3.2. Velocity results
Mean velocity measurements and RMS ﬂuctuating velocity
measurements resolved in time are presented for each of the three
regions in this section. Comparisons are made of velocity measurements for the case of a plain wall and for a channel wall augmented
with pin ﬁns. The pin ﬁn height is about 10 mm. Measurements
are presented for two wall-normal distances, 8 and 14 mm.
Measurements at a wall normal distance of 8 mm are representative of the activity inside the pin ﬁn array and those at a wall-normal distance of 14 mm indicate the velocity variations outside the
pin ﬁn array. The velocity measurements have been resolved
according to the four phases discussed in Fig. 5 (note also the ﬂuid
velocity directions).
Fig. 7a shows the ensemble-averaged mean velocity plots for
the entry region with a frequency of 0.66 Hz and amplitude of
27 mm (mean-to-peak). The plot shows the ensemble-averaged
mean velocity at two wall-normal distances, 8 and 14 mm. When
the mean velocity proﬁles are compared at a wall-normal distance
of 8 mm for a plain wall and for the pin ﬁn wall cases, one can see
that the pin ﬁn wall cases experience momentum loss. The pin ﬁn
height is 10 mm, so a wall normal-distance of 8 mm is just 2 mm
below the pin ﬁn tops. At a wall-normal distance of 14 mm (outside the pin ﬁn array), less momentum loss is experienced in the
case with pin ﬁns when compared to that at a wall-normal distance of 8 mm. As can be seen from the plot, the variation in velocity with wall-normal distance is more when pin ﬁns are added to
the channel wall. This is an indication that even though there is
momentum loss in the presence of pin ﬁns, pin ﬁns lead to ﬂow
mixing by causing more point-to-point variation in velocity than
in the plain wall case.
Fig. 7b shows a ﬂuctuation velocity comparison for the pin ﬁn
and plain wall cases in the entry region for a frequency of
0.66 Hz and an amplitude of 27 mm. The pin ﬁn case shows higher
velocity ﬂuctuations than seen in the plain wall case, in general.
The heat transfer coefﬁcient results in Section 3.1 show that when
the heat transfer coefﬁcient is calculated based on the wetted area,
an increase over the plain wall case of about 6–7% is observed for
the pin ﬁn wall case. This is attributed to increased turbulence and
three dimensionality of the ﬂow in the presence of pin ﬁns.
Fig. 8a shows the ensemble-averaged mean velocity variations
for the central region with a frequency of 0.66 Hz and amplitude
of 27 mm, both for the plain wall case and with pin ﬁns. The central
region data are inﬂuenced by the entry region and base region ﬂow
characteristics. During phase 2, the presence of pin ﬁns accelerates
the change in the ﬂow direction from negative to positive, when
compared to ﬂow in the plain wall case. During phase 3, the core
ﬂow outside the pin ﬁn array (wall normal distance of 14 mm)
shows increased velocities compared to those in the plain wall case,
but the ﬂow inside the pin ﬁn array (wall normal distance of 8 mm)
shows a loss of momentum, compared to that of the plain wall case.
In the presence of pin ﬁns, there is more variation in velocity from
point to point, increasing the three-dimensionality of the ﬂow. One
can see higher magnitudes of mean velocity during phases 3 and 4
for the pin ﬁn case, which leads to higher heat transfer coefﬁcients
in the central region compared to the plain wall case.
Fig. 8b shows the variation of ensemble-averaged RMS ﬂuctuating velocity for the central region at a frequency of 0.66 Hz and
amplitude of 27 mm. During phase 2, one can see a rise in ﬂuctuating velocity at a wall-normal distance of 14 mm for the pin ﬁn
case. The slight increase in heat transfer coefﬁcient (3–4%) mentioned in Section 3.1 can also be attributed to the slight increases
in ﬂuctuating velocity in the presence of pin ﬁns during phases 2
and 4, as seen in Fig. 8b.
Fig. 9a shows the base region variation of ensemble-averaged
mean velocity for the pin ﬁn case and for the plain wall case at a
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frequency of 0.66 Hz and amplitude of 27 mm. In the presence of
pin ﬁns, as the agitator moves toward the right wall (phase 1), ﬂow
outside the pin ﬁn array has accelerated and escapes through the
tip gap region (refer to Fig. 5 for directions), but the ﬂow inside
the pin ﬁn forest shows a delayed response to the agitator motion,
taking time to accelerate. During phase 2, when the agitator moves
from the right channel wall toward the center of the channel, ﬂow
is drawn into the right side channel cavity through the narrow tip
gap. This drawing in of ﬂow creates vorticity in the base region. In
the plain wall case, the drawing in of ﬂow was stronger closer to
the wall, as can be seen by comparing the velocity proﬁles for
wall-normal distances 8 and 14 mm. However, in the presence of
pin ﬁns, the overall activity of drawing in ﬂuid has weakened signiﬁcantly in the base region, with the weakening being more
within the pin ﬁn forest. It appears that the presence of pin ﬁns
causes blockage of the ﬂow in the base region leading to reduction
in velocity magnitudes. Vortical activity that would otherwise be
seen in the plain wall case due to the narrow gap between the
agitator tip and the channel base is reduced in the presence of
pin ﬁns in the base region.
Fig. 9b shows ﬂuctuating velocity characteristics for the base
region for a frequency of 0.66 Hz and amplitude of 27 mm.
During phase 1, the ﬂuctuation magnitude of velocity is higher
for the pin ﬁn case within the pin ﬁn array (wall-normal distance
8 mm) than outside the pin ﬁn array (wall-normal distance
14 mm). Thereafter, for all other phases, it can be noted that the
ﬂuctuation velocity magnitude in the presence of pin ﬁns is lower
than when they are absent. This could be attributed to blockage
provided by the pin ﬁns in the base region and signiﬁcantly
reduced mean velocities due to pin ﬁns during phases 2, 3 and 4.
In the base region, both the mean velocities and ﬂuctuating velocities are lower than those of the plain wall case. Thus, base region
heat transfer coefﬁcients computed using the total wetted area
show a decrease of about 5% in the presence of pin ﬁns.
3.3. Non-dimensional heat transfer results
The heat transfer and velocity results presented in Sections 3.1
and 3.2 have been non-dimensionalized to further explain the role
of inertial effects and unsteady effects in augmenting heat transfer.
This ﬂow has agitation; thus, along with inertial and turbulence
effects, we have unsteady effects that play a role in enhancing heat
transfer.
The length scale used for non-dimensionalizing is the agitatorplate-to-channel-wall maximum distance when the agitator is in
its mean position. Thus, the Nusselt number is calculated as:

Nu ¼

hL
k

ð7Þ

where h is the measured heat transfer coefﬁcient as shown in
Fig. 6(a)–(c) and k is the thermal conductivity of air.
The characteristic velocity, Uavg, is the average speed over a
cycle in the free stream zone for each region (Uavg is calculated
by averaging the speed over a cycle, measured at a wall-normal
distance of 14 mm, which is considered to be in the free stream
zone). The Strouhal number is calculated as:

Str ¼

fL
U av g

ð8Þ

where f is the agitator oscillation frequency. The Reynolds number
is calculated as:

Reflow ¼
where

U av g L

m

m is the kinematic viscosity of air.

ð9Þ
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Fig. 7a. Entry region, ensemble-averaged mean velocity comparison for plain wall vs. pin ﬁn walls for frequency 0.66 Hz and amplitude 27 mm.
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Fig. 7b. Entry region, ensemble-averaged RMS ﬂuctuating velocity comparison for plain wall vs. pin ﬁn walls for frequency 0.66 Hz and amplitude 27 mm.
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Fig. 8a. Central region, ensemble-averaged mean velocity comparison for plain wall vs. pin ﬁn walls for frequency 0.66 Hz and amplitude 27 mm.

The Nusselt number variation vs. Reynolds number is shown in
Fig. 10(a)–(c), both for the pin ﬁn case and the plain wall case for
each of the three regions. The Strouhal number has a different

value for each region and each wall geometry but does not vary
much with Reynolds number except for the central region for the
plain wall conﬁguration. For central region, for plain wall, the
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Fig. 8b. Central region, ensemble-averaged RMS ﬂuctuating velocity comparison for plain wall vs. pin ﬁn walls for frequency 0.66 Hz and amplitude 27 mm.
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Fig. 9b. Base region, ensemble-averaged RMS ﬂuctuating velocity comparison for plain wall vs. pin ﬁn walls for frequency 0.66 Hz and amplitude 27 mm.

Strouhal number has a value of 0.19 at a Reynolds number of 488
and a value of 0.21 at Reynolds number 672 and 883. So, for a particular region, if the wall geometry (smooth/plain) does not
change, the Strouhal number does not change much. This is
because the measured velocities scale with agitation frequency.
There seem to be two effects enhancing heat transfer, inertial

effects, indicated by Reynolds number, and unsteady effects, indicated by Strouhal number.
For the plain wall case, the Reynolds number is high in the base
region, with reduced values in the entry region and even lower
values in the central region. The Strouhal number is high in the
central region followed by the entry region and base region. The

Nusselt Number
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50

4. Conclusions

40

Heat transfer and velocity measurements have been made in a
rectangular channel with an oscillating plate called the agitator.
The agitator generates mixing within the ﬂow and leads to convective heat transfer enhancement. With agitation, ﬂow and heat
transfer comparisons are made between a case with pin ﬁns on
the channel wall and another with a plain wall.
Pin ﬁns lead to a loss of momentum but generate additional turbulence. Addition of pin ﬁns leads to greater mixing and threedimensionality of the ﬂow in the entry region (the region nearest
the plenum of the heat sink channel). An increase of about 6–7%
is found in the entry region based on the total wetted area when
the heat transfer coefﬁcient is compared with that of the plain wall
case.
An increase of about 3–4% in heat transfer coefﬁcient is found in
the central region in the presence of pin ﬁns when the total wetted
area is taken into account. This is attributed to greater mean velocity in the presence of pin ﬁns in the central region.
A decrease in heat transfer coefﬁcient based on wetted area of
about 5% is found in the base region (the region nearest the base
of the channel) when pin ﬁns are added. This decrease is attributed
to ﬂow blockage experienced in the base region in the presence of
pin ﬁns. Both mean velocities and ﬂuctuating velocities show
reductions in magnitude in the presence of pin ﬁns in the base
region.
The heat transfer results have been non-dimensionalized to
separate the unsteady and inertial effects in augmenting heat
transfer. When comparison is made between the plain wall case
and the pin ﬁn case for entry and base regions, inertial effects
are found to be more important than unsteady effects in inﬂuencing heat transfer for the plain wall case. For the central region,
since the velocities are higher for the pin ﬁn case, inertial effects
seem to be more important in the pin ﬁn case than in the plain wall
case. In the central region of the plain wall case where the ﬂow
might be characterized as an unsteady boundary layer ﬂow,
unsteadiness seems to be the dominant factor.
These results help us understand the conditions under which
turbulence and unsteadiness effects may be more important for
effecting wall heat transfer enhancement in agitated channel ﬂow.
The three regions of the channel have different ﬂow characteristics.
The entry region has an unsteadily driven channel ﬂow activity.
The base region has vortical activity. The central region is inﬂuenced by the activities in the entry and the base region. This study
provides details of agitation for different ﬂow characteristics and
the inﬂuence of agitation on heat transfer in the presence of
smooth walls and surfaces augmented with pin ﬁns. It has
applications in electronics cooling [3–7] and other ﬁelds where
heat transfer enhancement is desirable by agitation. The detailed
understanding lends insights into the mechanism of heat transfer,
which further assists in better design of heat sinks and agitators to
get maximum heat transfer beneﬁt.
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Fig. 10. Variation of Nusselt number with Reynolds number for the three regions.

data show unsteady effects are more dominant in the central
region for the plain wall case. For the entry and base regions, the
Strouhal number is higher for the pin ﬁn case than for the plain
wall case. Thus, for the entry and base regions, unsteadiness may
be more important than inertial effects in enhancing heat transfer
coefﬁcients for the pin ﬁn case. For the central region, Strouhal
number is higher for the plain wall case than for the pin ﬁn case.
Thus, for central region unsteady effects are more dominant for
the plain wall case.
This analysis helps us in understanding the mechanism of heat
transfer enhancement for each of the three regions both for the
plain wall conﬁguration and for the pin ﬁn conﬁguration. For
design purposes, it lends insight into the relative importance of
Reynolds number and Strouhal number in inﬂuencing heat transfer
enhancement for a particular region and wall characteristic.
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